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The book gives tips on how women can get the attention of a man she likes, how to get asked for a

date, how to behave on a date, what to talk about, and how to win a man's love. In an

easy-to-understand and personal way, this book discusses everything a woman needs to know to

catch her elusive Mr. Right. How can women know if they have found Mr. Right, if they can't get

men interested enough to ask for a second date? After hearing this book, not only will there be a

second date, there'll be a third and a fourth. Men will seek your company and they'll be the ones

wondering if you may be the girl of their dreams. Whether you're single and looking for something

serious, or getting back in the game after a long, self-imposed break, this book will help you

convince a man you want that you have something that's worth looking closely into. That's all we

want, right? A chance to get to know each other better and who knows?
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I learned a lot from reading this one. It has different sections on getting, talking, getting the guy to

kiss you, stages of love for men, and signs that the guy has fallen in love with you. There are even

video links provided so you can understand more. Expect to read a how-to-capture a man step by

step manual from this book.Men and women are different. This book is coming from a man's

perspective so he knows what he is talking about. He revealed the secrets of the male mind and

without sounding sexist. He did not add fuel to the fire of the battle of the sexes. Instead he showed

that men are in many ways just as vulnerable as women.It has brought my perception of the

opposite sex in an entirely different but more positive way. These are basic and simple things but



we sometimes forget about them. Some information are basic and common sense but those who

are clueless with men need to hear it.If you want to decode a man's behavior, read this book. This is

a book for every single woman who wants to get the guy that she wants.

There are many lonely women out there, many times not because they are bad people but only

because they can't seem to communicate right, This guide is very simple, answers the main topics

on what men are looking for, and how women can atone to that so the men will be attracted enough

to not only go on a first date, but be anxious to get a second and a third.The book is rather simple,

and I only wish that the author would go into more detail on how to behave, what type of mindset

they should have and generally paint a clearer image on the detail side of things.overall its a great

beginner's guide for women on how to approach men and not scare them off.

This book is great dating guide for women, but presumably has also some very interesting tips for

men; honestly, this book provides real valuable information. It gives advice on how to talk to man in

specific situations, and I also liked a lot of those tips such as in the chapter - What to talk about on a

date. Overall itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a good guide

This is a nice book that can go a long way in helping ladies with their dating preparations. It helps

women to understand men and makes it easy to have an interesting and easy date. It gives such

helpful tips like showing interest by smiling, being friendly and approachable, finding out what a man

likes and looking at his eyes when talking to him. It emphasizes the importance of a good

appearance. It also gives advice on how to talk to a man by letting him lead the conversation,

listening more often and choosing the right words to say. It tells a lady what and what not to talk

about when on a date and generally helps you understand and get him to love you.

Hmm.. pretty insightful. Whether youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re single or just getting back in the game,

youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll definitely get the most out of this dating book. It offers solid ideas on having

a good grasp on menÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s attitudes so you could be creative in getting their attention.

The suggestions from this book are simple, but needs open-mindedness, perseverance, and

dedication. The lists are narrowed down from how to be spontaneous and sending out the right

signals, so youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll be able to master it in no time!

I initially thought this book would be a light hearted look at dating but it provides real valuable



information to help you assess where you may be going wrong. There are some interesting insights

and the book covers many topic from the initial meeting to how to tell him you love him. I think it

provides the reader with some food for thought and highlights the difference between men and

womens need.

Great advice, itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s so important to be your own person and not lose your identity in

a relationship. If couples do everything together then there is nothing to talk about at the end of the

day. You will be more attractive and interesting if you have your own interests outside of the

relationship. And the book shared some advice about dating relationship for women and men, very

useful to anyone.

This is an extraordinary book on dating advice for women. The purpose of the writing of this book

sounds great. Basic tips and strategies on dating included here. I have learned a lot from this short

read. The contents of this book really impressed me. If you are single and looking for something

serious, this book will help you convince a man. Really nice book and I love it. Thanks Paul.
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